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New synthesis: How values/epistemic analytical skills can mediate 

science policy planning
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Takeaway and Outline

• Outline:

– Values and Epistemic unknowns in 

engineering

– Participatory Technology Assessment of the 

Asteroid Redirect Mission

• (applied philosophy of science example?)

– Prospects for shaping R&D projects

• Why not require some type of values-focused 

assessments for all major R&D efforts?
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Framing: Value and Epistemic Claims in Engineering 

• Values choices permeate R&D project selection/decision-making

– There’s no objective ‘fact’ about whether human space flight is more important or less important 

than science

• …or ocean exploration, or poverty reduction

• Value debates can be more explicit for major engineering projects

– Stakeholder needs and objectives for engineering projects can sometimes be vague

– Engineers propose a variety of designs to meet these goals, which are then developed as ‘projects’

• Epistemic unknowns exist –and intertwine with value claims about designs 

– Will the mass grow, requiring the mission to be descoped due to fuel limitations? 

– Will some capabilities be too difficult to develop? Or so expensive it’s not worth it anymore?

– Will the need for a specific capability actually materialize?

• Other formal and informal mechanisms in government to decide on R&D projects, 

where teasing out of epistemic and value claims are needed

– (Opportunities for grad students careers / research collaborations)

• But more holistic visions for shaping R&D need to learn from challenges seen in this 

example – skillsets/capabilities
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The proposed Asteroid Redirect Mission

• Active development from 2012 to 2017

• Goal was to explore asteroids as preparation for 

going to Mars

– Signature human space flight program of the Obama 

administration

– Tied to renewed interest in planetary defense

• In 2014 NASA was making a major design 

decision between two design options

• Among several deliberation topics, NASA had the 

ECAST network organize a participatory 

technology assessment on the topic

– The public is much more capable of making complex 

decisions than they’re given credit for (Sclove 2010, 

Brown 2004)
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Asteroid Redirect Mission Downselect: Robotic Mission 

Capture Concept Options. 
Option A: Small Asteroid Capture Option B: Larger Asteroid Boulder Capture
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• NASA was doing a tradeoff between two concepts:
• No preferred answer
• Struggle to say what the ‘right’ answer should be



Same goal, different risks, secondary benefits
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Option A: Small 
Asteroid 
Capture: 

Option B: Larger 
Asteroid Boulder 

Capture

Value-laden debate  - no 
right factual answer on 
what the best design 
should be



NASA ECAST Participatory Technology Assessment (pTA)

• For its Asteroid Initiative, NASA issued a Request for Information for advice on how to 

best engage the public

– ECAST/ASU submitted input to NASA on participatory technology assessment (pTA), involving the 

public to assess technical inputs

– NASA funded the effort after peer review; differed from “public surveys because the participants are 

informed and then asked for their thoughts”

• NASA’s head of human space flight effort asked for forum to be performed early 

enough to inform the Asteroid Redirect Mission

– Wanted to hear from ‘not the usual suspects’ about what the goals for the mission should be
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Applied Philosophy of Science?

• How can public deliberations help proactively inform our understanding of what goals we 

should pursue? 

• (Thanks Dave and Heather!)
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Structured pTA deliberations– Phoenix and Boston
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Followed best practices, 
established approaches for 
involving public

Demographics ~matched 
locales

Screened out ‘NASA super-
fans’

Participants paid to attend

Informed by background 
video and read ahead

Participants asked what good 
they think NASA should prefer
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Translating Values among NASA/ECAST/the public

• Created a public value map of ARM

– Open coding approaches, looking at transcripts and written rationales

– Tried to keep engineers from focusing on the numbers, find meaning in data

– Asked managers to contrast their values to the differing views received from the forums

• Back-and-forth translation between NASA and ECAST (Tomblin et al 2017)

– Teasing out value dimensions of technical tradeoffs

– Specific interest in perceptions of risks across the two design options

• Having someone internal to an agency can matter a lot

– Once the report was received, sharing the results took place in multiple venues. If I didn’t raise it, 

some groups would likely have passed over it.

– Outside people cannot be involved in sensitive/acquisition discussions. 

• Re-justifying the practice in (almost) every conversation

– At every level of management, I had to re-explain why it’s worth talking to/involving the public; 

distinctions between facts/values

– Most colleagues reacted positively – some were dismissive

– (Pirtle 2021 review of Solovey)
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Voted Top Goals for ARM: Planetary Defense, Science, 

HSF Tied 1 = most important, 7 = least important
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Goal (Figures of Merit, FOM) Massachusetts Arizona Combined

Advancing science 2.76 2.51 2.63

Advancing planetary defense 2.54 2.85 2.71

Advancing technology needed for human 

spaceflight (HSF)

2.65 2.87 2.77

Redirecting an asteroid that no one has 

been to before

4.01 4.71 4.38

Developing the economic potential of 

asteroids

4.67 4.36 4.51

Engaging with commercial and 

international partners

5.00 4.86 4.93

Performing an exciting mission 6.05 5.68 5.86

Major difference between top three and bottom four goals
The voting in Massachusetts and Arizona are fairly consistent.



Motivations for Option Selection, both values/epistemic

• For ARM, people found values as well as challenges in both Option A and B

– Extensibility to Mars moon missions was most common rationales: 100% of voters who listed that as a 

rationale voted for Option B

– Enhanced gravity tractor and planetary defense benefits were also highly aligned with Option B voters

– Those citing quality or size of the ‘Asteroid Sample’ favored Option A

• Overall, public valued Option B’s potential Mars extensibility, higher certainty of 

composition and enhanced gravity tractor

• NASA chose Option B in March 2015
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Tangible Reason for 

Choice

Arizona

(n = 97 

responses)

Boston

(n = 86 

responses)

Combined

(n = 183 

responses)

Response 

most related 

to A or B

Going to Mars 12 19 31 B = 100%

Gravity Tractor 12 12 24 B = 100%

Planetary Defense 11 10 21 B = 95.2%

Asteroid Sample 14 4 18 A = 61.1%

Mining 8 7 15 B= 66.7%

Collecting Space 

Junk/Debris

7 1 8 A = 75%

(Not all 
responses 
included)



Results from ARM pTA deliberation
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Tomblin, Pirtle et al on how NASA used results

• NASA found value in having a map of public values

• GAO deemed a best practice

• Was used to inform a major decision
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NASA web feature: “This innovative approach exposes 
NASA, through a third party, to new views the agency might 
otherwise not have access to—opinions from Americans 
interested in the future of NASA exploration and our 
journey to Mars. . . . Study participants expressed nuanced 
and informed preferences. NASA decision makers have 
evaluated the perspectives uncovered through this 
innovative approach and will consider the data



Conclusion

• It’s Hard to tease out epistemic/values claims, influences on 

what the ‘right’ design decision should be

• Doing so in deliberations/partnerships is even harder

– Lots of translation across engineering org/deliberators/public

– meaning-making, value mapping

– shaping internal conversation, 

– re-justifying social science approaches, 

• For major publicly-funded projects, may be worth requiring 

various levels of deliberation/input to inform plans/policy

– Farooque et al proposal to embed structured deliberation in 

Policy/Engineering Processes

• Various levels of assessments needed, from open-ended 

strategy to existing decisions

• Other formal and informal mechanisms exist to decide on 

R&D projects, where teasing out of epistemic and value 

claims are needed

– (Opportunities for grad student/ careers (PMF/AAAS) / research 

collaborations) 17



Formal and Informal Mechanisms to shape R&D projects

Formal:

• Evidence act – justifying decisions with data

– Major efforts at every federal agency

• Strategic Plans

• Budget documents

– Require deeper discussion of values in annual 

requests

• Acquisition Strategy Meetings

– What to make/buy, why

• Systems Engineering Life Cycle

– Deciding on a design, what it’s ultimate effects will be
18

Informal

– Science fiction (what sort of space 

future do we want to live in?)

– Ethical/political culture of 

engineers/scientists

Not exhaustive

Different skillsets (epistemic/values) 
needed to get different results
Politics of getting funding to set up 
capabilities is a challenge (Solovey)



BACKUP and acknowledgement

• Thanks to Mahmud Farooque of ASU/ECAST and David Tomblin of UMCP/ECAST! 

Their website is: https://cspo.org/areas-of-focus/pta/
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https://cspo.org/areas-of-focus/pta/


Fellowships of interest for grad students 

• Presidential Management Fellowship

– Application cycle ~every October. Open to all degree disciplines – this is how I entered 

government. Several hundred finalists every year. US citizen only.

– See “Consider the Presidential Management Fellowship” for comments on the program from a 

philosopher. 

– Open to both Master’s and PhD degrees, in final year of their grad degree and up to two years 

after.

• AAAS S&T Policy Fellowship

– 1-2 year executive branch fellowships. AAAS also administers some Congressional fellowships. 

Has hired philosophers/STS scholars in the past. Usually around 150 fellows/year. Must have Phd

before applying. 

• Mirzayan S&S Policy Fellowship at the National Academies of Science, Technology 

and Medicine

– Semester long, usually a cohort of 25. Takes current and recent grad students. Open to 

international/non-US

20

https://blog.apaonline.org/2020/09/29/consider-the-presidential-management-fellowship/


“Technology Assessment” Background for pTA

• TA defined here as: “systematic analysis 

approaches for assessing how new technologies 

and engineering systems will affect and be affected 

by society”

• History of the US Office of Technology Assessment

– Existed 1972-1994, meant to address concerns about 

technology in society

– Meant to give policy makers independent views as well as 

options for making decisions

– TA now more commonly practiced in Europe

• Many different strands of technology assessment

– Constructive Technology Assessment

– Real-Time Technology Assessment

– Parliamentary Technology Assessment (PTA)

– Participatory Technology Assessment (pTA)
21



US Government’s History of Ethical, Legal and Societal 

Implications (ELSI) research

• NIH’s 1990s Human Genome Project effort sought to address ethical and societal 

issues tied to successfully sequencing the human genome 

• NSF has funded societal and ethical issues research tied to nanotechnology, synthetic 

biology, artificial intelligence and more. 

• NSF funded Guston and Sarewitz’s 2001 vision for proactively addressing societal 

issues, creating a Center for Nanotechnology in Society, where I interned 2005-7

• 2021 OSTP created a new deputy director for Science and Society and associated 

Division, filled by Alondra Nelson, whom recently said in an interview: 

• “ And as much as the technical analysis matters, policymaking is always going to 

involve that social piece, that human piece, that historical piece… [We need] 

changes more conducive to equitable experiences and outcomes among all 

members of society.”

• 2021 House Science Committee’s proposed reauthorization of NSF emphasized 

proactively thinking about ethics early in the research/engineering process. (Bill linked 

here)
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https://issues.org/science-technology-policy-social-issue-alondra-nelson-interview/
https://science.house.gov/imo/media/doc/NSF-FORTHEFUTURE_01_xml.pdf


My interest and background

• My Goal: engineers should better serve society, through reflection and holistic 

requirements

• Work as an engineer and policy practitioner at a space agency since 2010

• 2008 Fulbright scholar to Mexico in Philosophy

• Project Title: “Nanotechnology In Mexico: Technology Assessment & Societal Outcomes”

• Education Background:

• B.S Mechanical Engineering, B.A. Philosophy, M.S Civil Eng, ASU

• Undergraduate thesis on science and democracy

• Ph.D. in Systems Engineering, GWU, with Prof. Zoe Szajnfarber as my dissertation 

director, and philosopher of science Jay Odenbaugh on my committee

• Research Background

• Published Systems Engineering, Policy and Ethics/Philosophy of Engineering

• Co-chaired the 2018 Forum on Philosophy, Engineering and Technology

• More context:

• Kullman 2021 overview of my career (link)

• David Storey’s podcast interview of me (link) 23

https://fullcircle.asu.edu/alumni/a-passion-driven-mission/
https://davidestorey.com/2020/07/27/episode-15-zachary-pirtle/


My separate work on fPET

• The mission of the Forum on Philosophy, Engineering and Technology 

(fPET) is: 

– to encourage reflection on engineering, engineers, and technology and

– to build bridges between existing organizations of philosophers and of 

engineers.

• Over ten years of engagement:

– 2007 WPE at Technical University- Delft 

– 2008 WPE at the Royal Academy of Engineering, U.K. 

– 2010 fPET - Colorado School of Mines

– 2012 fPET - Graduate University, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 

– 2014 fPET at Virginia Tech

– 2016 fPET at Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg.

– 2018 fPET at U. Maryland, College Park

– 2020 fPET online. Philosophyengineering.com

– 2023 fPET, TU Delft
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Engineering knowledge must include ethics and public 

values
• Values are everywhere 

– There’s no objective ‘fact’ about whether human space flight is more 

important or less important than science

• …or ocean exploration, or poverty reduction

• Philip Kitcher’s book Science, Truth and Democracy, envisions a way 

of prioritizing what our values should be

– Well Ordered Science (or Engineering?)

– Engineers and scientists should view it as a goal to try to approximate 

what democracy would set as a goal, if it could

• How do we actually build what society wants? 

– Hint: you actually need to engage the public on engineering, to know 

what they want 

– and must also strive to understanding how your device will shape/be 

shaped by society! (ex. iPhone and kids)

• We get, i.e. we innovate (and maintain) what we pay for
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Value chain for reflection

• Societal goals

– What sort of world do we want to live in?

• National policy

– Running a budget deficit?

– Should science/technology be part of achieving our 

goals?

• Sector areas

– Space, health, environment, etc

• Major institutions (like NASA)

• Communities

• Individuals

26

Different methods for reflection 
can be best suited to different 
levels



What does democracy even mean? Part 1
• There are public values that exist beyond any specific interest 

groups. These constitute the principles government uses to 

make decisions

– Public values are different than public opinion – they change slowly, 

establish terms of debate. Public opinion is derivative from deeper 

values and more volatile

• Interest groups can be tangible, but public, constitutive values 

can be extremely diverse. 

• Values influence what interest groups and organizations may 

want. 

• Congress shapes publicly funded R&D, based in part on 

reflection on core public values, and interest groups

27

Policy and Social Science Literature on Values and the 

Public

Engineering decisions influence, and are 
influenced by, the values held at many 
levels



Public Value Mapping (PVM)

• Bozeman and Sarewitz (2012 ) 

show how public values 

should be a critical 

component of how agencies 

make plans

• How public values intersect 

with each other is described in 

diagram at right

• Different categories of values 

can exist at each interface, 

and are described on next 

pages

28

Knowing the public values literature helps 

establish why it’s one of the key parts of 

the vision



Bozeman and Jorgenson survey of public values (1/2)

Value Category Value Set

Public sector's contribution to society Common good

Public interest

Social cohesion

Altruism

Human dignity

Sustainability

Voice of the future

Regime dignity

Regime stability

Transformation of interests to decisions Majority rule

Democracy

Will of the people

Collective choice

User democracy

Local governance

Citizen involvement

Protection of minorities

Protection of individual rights

Relationship between public 

administrators and politicians Political loyalty

Accountability

Responsiveness

Relationship between public 

administrators and their environment Openness–secrecy

Responsiveness

Listening to public opinion

Advocacy–neutrality

Compromise

Balancing of interests

Competitiveness–cooperativeness

Stakeholder or shareholder value

Intraorganizational aspects of public 

administration Robustness

Adaptability

Stability

Reliability

Timeliness

Innovation

Enthusiasm

Risk readiness

Productivity

Effectiveness

Parsimony

Business-like approach

Self-development of employees

Good working environment
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Bozeman and Jorgenson survey of public values (2/2)

Behavior of public-sector employees Accountability

Professionalism

Honesty

Moral standards

Ethical consciousness

Integrity

Relationship between public 

administration and the citizens Legality

Protection of rights of the 

individual

Equal treatment

Rule of law

Justice

Equity

Reasonableness

Fairness

Professionalism

Dialogue

Responsiveness

User democracy

Citizen involvement

Citizen’s self-development

User orientation

Timeliness

Friendliness

30

Some of the best recent social 

science calls for better case studies 

tracking how we deploy public 

values in policy

Focusing on whether we deliver on 

public value is a critical way of 

establishing that continued efforts 

are worthwhile



Tech assessment topics at the NASA ECAST forum

• Theme One - Asteroid Detection

• Theme Two – Asteroid Threat Mitigation/Planetary Defense 

• Theme Three: Asteroid Redirect Mission (ARM)

– ARM Option A vs Option B

• Theme Four – Journey to Mars

31

Topics related to a mix of ‘upstream’ and ‘midstream’ engineering decisions, including 
judgments about the relative value of competing missions



Slides about the Mars pTA deliberation
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Scenarios for First Mission Following the Proving Ground
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1) Orbital and 
Robotic 
Exploration: 
Astronauts direct Robots 
from Mars orbit

2) Viking –
Astronauts explore 
Mars for several 
months

3) Pioneer –
permanent 
Martian 
settlement

http://res.cloudinary.com/dk-find-out/image/upload/q_80,w_1440/Mars_ICE_CAP_BACK0000_ozkwko.jpg

https://encrypted-tbn2.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcRHaWiioOx1_r4EP_VZ29XDQ_ARlWTma0doZla1qZd7avWKZLXtxQ



Scenarios for First Mission Following the Proving Ground:
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1) Orbital and 
Robotic 
Exploration: 
Astronauts direct Robots 
from Mars orbit

2) Viking –
Astronauts explore 
Mars for several 
months

3) Pioneer –
permanent 
Martian 
settlement

http://res.cloudinary.com/dk-find-out/image/upload/q_80,w_1440/Mars_ICE_CAP_BACK0000_ozkwko.jpg

https://encrypted-tbn2.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcRHaWiioOx1_r4EP_VZ29XDQ_ARlWTma0doZla1qZd7avWKZLXtxQ

Tradeoff: More scope→
longer to accomplish



Journey to Mars: Support for Different Mars Scenarios
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Decision making pathway on Mars choices (from Bertrand et al)
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Exploring Public Values from Written Responses
(From Bertrand et al 2017 Space Policy)

Table 1. Summary of the most frequently recurring issues from the transcript conversations based upon our 

coding approach. The unit of analysis for this discussion is an utterance, or a single thought communicated by 

a participant.  

Orbital/Robotic Viking Pioneer 

Risk 25 Excitement 17 Risk 33 

Technology Development 20 Science 14 Excitement 24 

Technology Maturity 17 Risk 12 Cost 22 

Excitement 16 Cost 9 Sustainability 21 

Cost 13 Technology 6 Technology 16 

Science 12 Schedule 5 Final Goal 15 

Schedule 10   Injustice 15 

Robots 5   Private business 13 

    Schedule 12 

    Science 9 

    International Cooperation 2 

 



Backup on ARM
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ARM B -- Sample justifications
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THEME Indicative Participant Qualitative Rationales

Control - approach gives 

better control over selection 

of asteroid type. Better 

control over unknown factors 

associated with the mission 

The "control" factor that you would have for the following: planetary 

defense, scientific research, and eventually the opportunity to explore 

Mars.

More control over composition of the asteroid - less risk of the chosen 

object being rubble hence less risk of misspent funds

Scenario B

-Higher probability to select object of desire

-Learning/practicing landings

-Practice/development of gravity tractors abilities

-Ability to return to same object

-Harvest resources

Scenario B

Chance of getting an accurate sample

Choice A is too random

Mechanically more efficient, developing area of funding by eliminating F35

Greater accuracy of sample

More definitive understanding of asteroid before taking sample

Pushes the technology envelope



Background for ARM deliberation (1 of 2)

• Background text (sent as background reading) was provided to participants. Sample 

below:
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Option A - Pro Option A - Con 

Larger object being available for study: Option A 

is targeting a ~10m asteroid, while Option B is 

targeting a 2-3m boulder. Therefore, the returned 

asteroidal mass in Option A will result in a larger 

object being available for study 

Relevant to clearing space junk: When the 

capture mechanism is deployed, it is essentially a 

large, inflatable bag with a strong yet flexible frame. 

As envisioned with the ARM mission, it is capable of 

enveloping free-flying objects. At increased scales, 

the concept could be extended to clear “space junk” 

from Earth’s orbit. Space junk could include spent 

rocket stages, old satellites, or other fragments that 

could collide with operational spacecraft. 

The asteroid might be a loosely held together 

‘rubble pile’ rather than a solid object: Objects 

that are within the size range of Option A (~10 m) 

are difficult to characterize from Earth. What may 

seem like a monolith may actually be a clump of 

rubble, held together by gravitational forces. 

Approaching the rubble could disrupt the debris, 

resulting in a smaller sample collected than 

anticipated. Additionally, for the crewed segment of 

the mission, approaching the debris for 

investigation and sampling could prove more 

challenging due to debris mitigation protocols for 

astronauts.  

 



Background for ARM deliberation (2 of 2)
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Option B - Pro Option B - Con 

Ground-based observations will be more able to 

identify the composition of this larger asteroid: 

As stated above, the larger asteroids are easier to 

characterize, so the advanced knowledge of the 

target’s composition, rotation, shape, precise orbit, 

and spectral class will help to inform mission 

planning.  

The added mass of the boulder will have more of 

an impact in the planetary defense 

demonstration element of the robotic mission: 

Please see answer to question above about “greater 

mass” 

 

The additional maneuvering required by Option 

B could also be more relevant in informing 

engineers about similar future missions, such as 

landing on the moons of Mars: The robotic 

spacecraft would have to rendezvous with the large 

asteroid, adjusting its propulsion and trajectory to 

the asteroid’s, possibly performing real-time 

investigation of boulder options before selecting the 

best one to retrieve. It will descent to the surface in 

a low-gravity environment while the asteroid is on 

its rotational axis.  The surface landing will have to 

be precise, positioning the robotic arms sufficiently 

around the boulder in order to be able to lift it from 

the surface. This advanced maneuvering will be 

greatly informative for future missions, particularly 

those to Mars’ moons, Phobos or Deimos, because 

they share similar traits with large asteroids – in 

fact many people believe they are asteroids that 

were caught in Mars’s gravitational pull. 

The mission would have multiple target 

boulders to choose from, but removing any 

boulder could prove challenging: The boulders on 

a large asteroid could be loosely adjacent to the 

surface of the asteroid, or may have over the years 

bonded to the asteroid surface. Plucking the boulder 

from the surface could be as easy as land-grab-go, 

but it could also require agitation or drilling to free 

it from the surface.  

 

 



ARM A Justifications
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THEME Indicative Qualitative Participant Rationales

Dual use - approach is 

perceived to have multiple 

uses

Scenario A: inflatable bag capture of ~10m asteroid

We chose this so there would be a larger sample collected, 

advanced use of the ion beam technology, and we felt that 

there was a higher success rate. Space junk removal was 

possible. Allows private company involvement.

Scenario A

More material, space junk, side benefits

Economic Scenario A

For the economic potential gained from research; leveraging 

the economic potential for future technological advances.

Less risk - approach appears 

to be less risky than option B

Scenario A

(Demonstrating capability to go to Mars was NOT an 

important factor.)

Advancing technology, less potential for failure, potentially 

larger sample/rock, less likely to encounter zombies



ARM B Justifications 1
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Proving ground - the approach relates 

most closely to the proving ground 

strategy

Learn more techniques + technologies to help with asteroid risk mitigation It will be able to 

perform real time investigations of larger asteroids/objects. Similar to the moons of Mars.

Our group believes that option B includes a wider range of the activities NASA is looking to 

pursue in the future. The on-asteorid maneuvering is more relevant to Mars exploration. While 

the stronger gravity tractor demonstration contributes to the mitigation research

Advancing tech: B. Demonstrating Mars: A. Defense: B. Economic: B. Safety: B. But A is cooler.

Scenario B Retrieval of smaller boulder from large asteroid with robotic arm

Would have more benefit in future tech to go to Mars, less risk of failure, would be easier to 

collect and bring back the asteroid, more defense applications.

[We recognize that] Scenario A has benefits of being “cooler” and being useful for cleaning up 

space junk, mining an asteroid or having more mass to sample, but it is riskier because it could 

just be rubble.

Scenario B

More logically explained; gravity tractor and phobos 4 diemos proving grounds /interesting. 

Better scientific data from sample.

Scenario B

Human exploration, advancing technology, planetary defense, engineering problem-solving, 

resources, going to Mars as stepping stone.

Scenario B

Gravity tractor and boulder capture; more relevant as proving grounds; object characterized 

beforehand.

Questions: What if boulder is not solid? Or attached?

Does this help us understand smaller asteroids better?

Can option B be used for space junk?



ARM B Justifications 2
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THEME Indicative Participant Qualitative Rationales

Control - approach gives 

better control over selection 

of asteroid type. Better 

control over unknown factors 

associated with the mission 

The "control" factor that you would have for the following: planetary 

defense, scientific research, and eventually the opportunity to explore 

Mars.

More control over composition of the asteroid - less risk of the chosen 

object being rubble hence less risk of misspent funds

Scenario B

-Higher probability to select object of desire

-Learning/practicing landings

-Practice/development of gravity tractors abilities

-Ability to return to same object

-Harvest resources

Scenario B

Chance of getting an accurate sample

Choice A is too random

Mechanically more efficient, developing area of funding by eliminating F35

Greater accuracy of sample

More definitive understanding of asteroid before taking sample

Pushes the technology envelope



ARM B Justifications 3
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"Cool" - the approach 

has the broad appeal

it is "cool" but rocks should be brought to earth to examine. 

better for proving ground, better for planetary defense. we 

didn't think plan a was good use of resources. these options 

don't seem to correlate all that well with the morning's goals.

1) more bang for the buck 2) expands our capabilities more 3) 

advances planetary defense options 4) better for future 

explorations 5) way "cooler"

Scenario B

B encompasses all of the these especially planetary defense 

and quality of samples and it develops more technology before 

going to Mars. And it was cooler and more complex.

Economic - the approach 

could yield economic 

benefits

Technology: gravity tractor has important future implications. 

Potential of exploring economic benefits/opportunities of 

asteroid mining. Recent Rosetta success (landing) increases 

likelihood of success. "Cool".

Scenario B: Demonstrating planetary defense and technology. 

The economical potential of asteroids. Also the advancement 

of technology.



ARM B Justifications 4

Near term benefits Short term success to satisfy future missions. This would 

make a number of things easier. Seems leading to B. Don't 

understand to question. 2[???] different. Asteroid 

mitigation. Proving Ground in general

Uses/builds on proven 

technology

Technology is already available. Being able to determine the 

composition of larger asteroids in advance to benefit 

research + science. Planetary defense. This can also help 

mitigate asteroids headed toward earth. With good PR, this 

option can be 'cool'. This option allows for gravity tractor 

demo.

Scenario B

Building on demonstrated capabilities

Multiple targets

Can test new technologies this way

You can play multiple versions not just snatch and grab

Option A isn’t credible and very difficult
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Abstain justification

47

THEME Indicative Qualitative Participant 

Rationales

Privatize -

exploration should 

be left to private 

industry

NEITHER SCENARIO

Challenging ARM capabilities strategy-

leave to private industry

Suggest other options such as moon 

colonization



Individual Results

• Phoenix: 62% for B, 38% for A

• Boston: 91% for B, 9% for A

• Overall: 76% for B, 24% for A
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Risk metrics – 1 is acceptable, 5 is unacceptable.  Slide 1 of 2

Scenario Boston Arizona Combined

The Option A (inflatable bag) probe retrieves an asteroid, 

but the asteroid is spinning so fast that it can’t be 

controlled. The probe returns to the moon and may be 

used in future Proving Ground missions. 

2.92 2.52 2.72

An ARM probe successfully proves that it can use 

gravitational deflection to move an asteroid, but it is not 

able to capture it. 

2.12 2.42 2.28

The Option B (boulder removal) probe arrives at a large 

asteroid to remove a boulder, but the boulder cannot be 

removed. The probe returns to the moon and may be 

used in future Proving Ground missions. 

2.70 2.55 2.62

A crewed mission is launched without fully qualified life 

support systems, since this will allow for an earlier launch 

date to Mars.

4.29 4.26 4.28
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